Implementing social innovation solutions across the EU

Seven feasibility studies have been implemented across Europe as part of the FUSIONS Work Package 4 (WP4). The objective of WP4 was to identify social innovation solutions to prevent and reduce food waste and to test them through feasibility studies by using a multi-stakeholder approach throughout all stages of the food chain.

Assessing results and key impacts of the Feasibility Studies

The impact of the feasibility studies were individually evaluated by FUSIONS partners based on criteria, set by WRAP, Deloitte Sustainability, WUR and the Institute for Food Research (IFR), around food waste reduction and social benefit.

WRAP then evaluated the overall impact of the seven feasibility studies, as well as selected examples from the Social Innovation Inventory to demonstrate the potential impact of social innovation activities if scaled up across the EU.

The following table outlines the scope and targets of each feasibility study:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feasibility Study</th>
<th>FUSIONS Partner</th>
<th>Aim of the FS</th>
<th>Key Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cr-EAT-ive</td>
<td>Anatoliki (Greece)</td>
<td><strong>Cr-EAT-ive</strong> worked with school children and their parents to reduce food waste within households.</td>
<td>Anatoliki delivered the Cr-EAT-ive project in six kindergartens, reaching 480 children and working closely with 7 kindergarten head teachers, 25 teachers and two canteen staff. The participant families saved on total 1,417kg of food, the equivalent of €100 per week. Two large cooking events were organised which are estimated to have attracted over 1,000 people and redistributed 100kg of surplus food.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Service Surplus Solution</td>
<td>HFA (Hungary)</td>
<td><strong>Food Service Surplus Solution</strong> redistributed surplus food by connecting charities with organisations from the food service and hospitality sector.</td>
<td>The Food Service Surplus Solution successfully implemented two working pilots, redistributing a total 35,096 portions away from landfill or biogas plants, the equivalent of €70,192 and 14,038kg. The project also provided social benefits and created a suite of materials ready for replication such as the <strong>Hospitality Food Surplus Redistribution Guidelines</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disco Bôcô</td>
<td>Disco Soupe community (France)</td>
<td><strong>Disco Bôcô</strong> raised awareness on food surplus by teaching a range</td>
<td>Disco Bôcô organised and implemented 20 sessions of different formats, engaging 627 participants and diverted 825kg of fruit and vegetables from landfill. In addition to redistributing surplus food, Disco Bôcô achieved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 More information about FUSIONS can be found on the project website: [http://www.eu-fusions.org](http://www.eu-fusions.org)
2 Social innovations are new ideas (products, services and models) that simultaneously meet social needs and create new social relationships or collaborations. More information about how social innovation can help reduce food waste can be found on the FUSIONS website: [http://www.eu-fusions.org/index.php/publications/268-stimulating-social-innovation-on-food-waste](http://www.eu-fusions.org/index.php/publications/268-stimulating-social-innovation-on-food-waste)
3 A report on each FS can be found in the Appendices of the WP4 Evaluation report.
4 This criteria included the following aspects: amount of food distributed, previous disposal routes of distributed food, final use and benefits of distributed food, number of food donors, number of recipient organisations, qualitative feedback from participants and donators, number of volunteer hours, match funding.
5 More information can be found on the project website: [http://www.eu-fusions.org](http://www.eu-fusions.org)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feasibility Study</th>
<th>FUSIONS Partner</th>
<th>Aim of the FS</th>
<th>Key Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gleaning</td>
<td>Feedback (UK)</td>
<td><em>Gleaning</em> focused on creating a series of gleaning networks across the EU.</td>
<td><em>Gleaning</em> implemented gleaning hubs in Belgium, France, Greece and Spain. As a result 82 gleaning days were facilitated delivering 29,571kg worth of surplus food to 33 charities that feed people who are food insecure. The food gleaned was mainly vegetables and fruits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Supermarkets</td>
<td>BOKU (Austria) &amp; Deloitte Sustainability (France)</td>
<td><em>Social Supermarkets</em> was a desk based study providing an overview of social supermarkets in Europe.</td>
<td>The <em>Social Supermarkets</em> study provided useful insights into the state of social supermarkets in Austria, Germany, Switzerland, France and the United Kingdom, the different variants in existence and their strengths and weaknesses. The main outputs from the feasibility study are six recommendations and a set of key points for replication for each country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surplus Food</td>
<td>Communique &amp; Stop Spild Af Mad (Denmark)</td>
<td><em>Surplus Food</em> tested the possibility of setting up an IT system that would connect food surplus donors with charities.</td>
<td><em>Surplus Food</em> was successful in mapping the Danish context to a degree, gathering and ensuring an element of engagement from donors and recipients, and making a test website for the test audience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order Cook Pay</td>
<td>SP Food and Bioscience (Sweden)</td>
<td><em>Order Cook Pay</em> aimed at reducing food waste within the school environment by creating an IT service that determined how many meals to prepare each day for children.</td>
<td><em>Order Cook Pay</em> ran for 10 months before it was announced that it would no longer be going forward. Key barriers were recruiting stakeholders to be involved in the study (such as municipalities), the complexity of the IT tool to be compatible in each school, funding the project and the time frame of FUSIONS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Key impacts

To date, the actions conducted through WP4 feasibility studies prevented a total of 44,561 kg of food from being wasted. This is the equivalent of 338 wheelie bins full of food. Stacked up on top of each other, these wheelie bins would be 37 metres higher than the Eiffel tower. These 44,561 kg of avoided food waste are also equivalent to 209 tonnes of CO2 emissions avoided, which would be the same as taking 70 cars off the road6. Whilst the numbers could be considered relatively small, so was the scope of the feasibility studies. The FS prove to be an effective prevention activity. Moreover, if scaled up, the results could be more important.

Aside from generating environmental benefits, these seven feasibility studies have generated considerable social impact, for example by redistributing surplus food. These impacts include changing social attitude towards food waste, feeding food-insecure individuals, increasing the intake of nutritional food for food-insecure individuals, developing social capital, learning kitchen and cooking skills, and becoming part of a community.

The ability to implement feasibility studies has been a success. In the short term, the Food Service Surplus Solution, Cr-EAT-ive, Disco Bôcô and Gleaning feasibility studies have continued to carry out activities beyond the scope of FUSIONS, and in some cases have expanded the project further.

These results show that social innovation is an effective way of preventing food waste and that if these activities can be scaled up, they can make a significant impact, both environmentally and socially.

Below are four key recommendations for simple, practical measures which could be introduced by policy makers at EU, national or local level in order to facilitate the scaling up and replication of these activities.

Key recommendations for policy makers

Tackling food waste should be placed high on governmental agendas in order to create a favourable climate for new initiatives and to scale up innovative on-the-ground projects such as those tested through these feasibility studies. Moreover, government could stimulate the reduction of waste levels by commercial organisations and furthermore to enhance food surplus management via partnerships with entrepreneurs of socially innovative projects.

- Creating a favourable EU and national legislative framework

FUSIONS Feasibility Studies illustrated that the EU and national laws related to food redistribution should be made clear and concise. This covers health and safety,

6 This is calculated on the fact that 240l wheelie bin full of food weighs approx. 132kg, and that a wheelie bin is 107cm high
environmental health, trading standards and also taxation. Policies and laws which unnecessarily hinder the re-distribution and prevention of food waste should be reconsidered to determine whether a more favourable policy framework might be created.

Last but not least, it would be helpful if policies and laws could be interpreted and applied consistently across EU countries. The provision of clear guidance to national and local government and agencies may help this.

- Developing tools to identify appropriate funding

The most significant barrier identified within the FUSIONS feasibility studies is on how to carry out sustainable financing of social innovative projects. Project managers of new initiatives indicated that lack of funding posed challenges towards further developing their initiatives. To address this barrier, an organisation or online forum which identifies various grant possibilities that social innovation projects can bid and apply for was proposed as a solution. Inconsistencies in local funding between Member States also make replication of successful social innovation activities difficult.

Furthermore, as the status of some social innovation projects has started to evolve towards a social enterprise model in order to better ensure financially sustainability, a similar forum could be formed to identify key organisations willing to provide commercial financing. Guidelines on how to secure financing could be developed.

- Building and expanding a food surplus social innovation network

Creating links with like-minded individuals can facilitate information exchange on best practices, especially if project managers are able to meet and can share their work first hand with each other. Up until now, this has proved to be difficult to achieve as the visibility of social innovation projects is limited. Therefore, a network which links all active social innovation projects addressing food surplus throughout Europe should be formed. Currently, the Food Surplus Entrepreneurs Network is undertaking this role. However options to support and expand this type of networking should be explored, for example by creating an online system which is easy and effective to use.

- Encouraging dialogue around food reduction and redistribution

Various barriers towards enhancing social innovating project remain which provoke the need to open dialogue on the EU level concerning lessons learned along with potential areas of development. Actors across the food chain such as project managers, individuals in the academic sector, as well as commercial organisations could be brought together to launch dialogue on relevant EU-wide issues related to food waste prevention and food surplus management. Concretely, an annual physical or virtual conference on European food reduction and redistribution could be a solution.

---

7 For more information can be found on the FUSIONS website: http://www.eu-fusions.org/index.php/publications/268-stimulating-social-innovation-on-food-waste

8 The FSE network is a European virtual community that connects food surplus projects, allowing them to work together to achieve the goal of reducing food waste.